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and waited anxiously for the news which was sent to him
next day   It brought him no comfort
I have been told that there are rare metals which,
if traces of one of them are mixed with iron in the furnace,
make steel rustless and more enduring, and it may be
that some grains of this magic stuff getting mixed up with
then- common clay give poets endurance too endurance
which makes them go on working in spite of the rough
usage of the world
Hardy forsook the novel, but he found in the short
poem a way to a new greatness He made it a perfect
medium for his art, to declare the tragedy of the world
dispassionately, without complaint or indignation a
stoic His poems are not plaintive, yet they haunt the ear
like Scottish ballads
I saw Hardy many times after the meeting in my
dressing-room I see him still, though he is gone, slight,
neatly dressed, of upright carriage, alert, with some-
thing in his eye of the retired sea-captain—direct
in speech—utterly objective in speaking of his work
He went on growing all his life And when he was
very old he seemed to be still more interested in life
than he was when I first met him Until he grew old
he may have nourished a grievance against life If
so, in the end he triumphed and the grievance died His
later lyrical poems show that his mind knew no pettiness,
only the good and the great endure with him "I now
tell the story of a novel in verse of twenty lines/' he said
to me on the last occasion when we met, a few weeks
before he died
Ah, that meetingf The happiness of it? He spoke of
his life, his early days in London in an office in the
Adelphi "Your Adelphi," he said He laughed to
remember the fiddle which they used to play in office
hours We sat in the parlour which his presence made a
palace, and only the softness of his voice told us that he
was old That and the acquiescence in life as one who
says with reverence and humility, "Thy will be done "
No elation, no despondencyf "Along the cool, seques-

